
 
HFC - 1481/ HOUSE FOR CHANGE 

YARDS - LIVING IN BETWEEN 
 
  
 
 
CONSTRUCTION PROCESS 
 
In the beginning the foundations for staircase and four steel columns are created. 
The staircase is out of reinforced concrete and prefabricated one level modular unit 
and can be added when next storey is to be built. This is the only concrete element in 
this project and it has additional function as a core for the whole construction system. 
The other main construction elements are four steel columns, also added level by 
level when needed, symmetrically situated around the core of staircase. This is to 
support another four steel beams. One steel beam supports individual flat module for 
one family. 
The units are designed as light as possible, using ecological or recycled materials, so 
the assembling could be done easily without use of heavy equipment. The only 
heavy machine needed, is truck mounted crane to lift unit on desired location and 
connect with steam beam.   
 
MODULE EQUIPMENT AND UTILITIES 
 
There are 2 types of modules – for 2 people and for 3-4 people. On one storey there 
are two of each type located symmetrically. The main idea is allowing to add family 
house modules when they are needed so the private investor or charity organization 
to avoid the problem to empty un-used dwelling unit. Creating only two types of living 
modules simplifies the manufacturing process and lowers overall costs. To make it 
more simpler we designed identical kitchen and bathroom equipment that are 
permanently integrated with every unit. Every flat has at least one bedroom, living 
room with integrated kitchen and small dining table in size depended on number of 
occupants. 
On the ground floor we designed four services, which are available for people who 
live in the houses around. Residents have bicycle storage and social room for 
integration. We also proposed laundry and kindergarten. Giving paid services for the 
whole yard enables inhabitants to meet native residents and to return money 
invested in social housing by private investor or nonprofit foundation.  
Around social housing we arranged utilities for everyone in the yard: multifunctional 
medium size playing field and ecological playground for children. The playground 
contains equipment that produces power and charge batteries that light up the lamps 
around. The materials used here are recycled tires – shredded and melted to create 
desired forms like playground equipment.  
 
MATERIALS 
 
The units have wood frame construction, insulated with recycled cotton fabric from 
neighbour city industry to minimize costs and weight of the single unit. The number of 
windows is minimum as it lowers the general cost and provide sufficient amount of 
sunlight. Additionally, for lowering costs of used energy, one wall of every dwelling 



unit will be mounted with solar collectors providing heating and hot water for locators. 
On the ground floor green walls are proposed. 
 

BUDGET in € for 16 module (max number) 

 
 

THE COST OF SINGLE MODULE: 20 853 € 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No. Element Labor Materials Variable 
costs 

Equipment Upkeep Profit 
development 

Total (VAT 
excl.) 

1 ZERO STATE 3379,26 15561,96 653,35 2111,31 3568,87 1177,73 26452,49 
1.1 Excavations 116,94 1198,78 71,93 1279,62 907,77 299,56 3874,61 
1.2 Backfill 64,50 420,92 25,26 10,07 48,47 16,00 585,22 
1.3 Foundations 522,67 4855,03 87,92 293,45 530,48 175,06 6464,61 
1.4 Sleepers 2675,14 9087,24 468,25 528,17 2082,15 687,11 15528,06 
2 GROUND FLOOR 11153,51 46858,68 1669,99 2324,72 8760,86 2891,09 73658,85 
2.1 Steel columns+beams 96,60 1165,83 3,02 118,38 139,73 46,11 1569,67 
2.2 Staircase 2189,43 4682,06 288,00 312,44 1626,22 536,65 9634,80 
2.3 Walls 3742,94 5425,11 267,29 278,03 2613,63 862,50 13189,51 
2.4 Flooring 1242,48 5560,10 333,61 90,42 866,39 285,91 8378,89 
2.5 Doors and windows 415,14 10947,10 239,23 42,38 297,39 98,14 12039,37 
2.6 Ceiling 2256,35 12634,26 125,12 1432,67 2397,86 791,29 19637,56 
2.7 Electrical installation 139,32 1637,08 101,50 0,00 90,56 29,89 1998,33 
2.8 Water system 341,03 994,59 64,69 8,03 226,89 74,87 1710,09 
2.9 Sewage system 38,75 333,58 10,96 2,48 26,80 8,84 421,43 
2.10 Heating system 691,47 3478,98 236,57 39,90 475,39 156,88 5079,20 
3 TYPICAL FLOOR 13591,16 39899,45 1199,07 4364,23 11671,02 3851,43 74576,36 
3.1 Steel columns+beams 5261,38 21259,83 54,69 3203,17 5501,96 1815,65 37096,68 
3.2 Staircase 8061,47 17966,45 1104,00 1152,74 5989,25 1976,45 36250,35 
3.3 Ventilation 268,31 673,17 40,39 8,32 179,81 59,34 1229,33 
4 LIVING MODULE 34836,65 199050,37 6379,03 10840,99 29690,46 9797,85 290595,34 
4.1 External walls 20780,07 109941,15 1384,26 10041,70 20034,16 6611,27 168792,61 
4.2 Internal walls 3365,41 4596,99 254,21 172,34 2299,54 758,85 11447,33 
4.3 Doors and Windows 2082,62 23390,81 1403,45 135,81 1441,97 475,85 28930,51 
4.4 Flooring 1124,61 11639,10 581,95 129,58 815,23 269,03 14559,51 
4.5 Painting 2229,90 13683,54 693,76 73,07 1496,93 493,99 18671,18 
4.6 Electrical installation 1247,31 7232,73 448,43 0,00 810,75 267,55 10006,77 
4.7 Water system 1387,10 5483,16 281,72 35,32 924,57 305,11 8416,96 
4.8 Sewage system 563,71 7290,40 257,36 104,58 434,39 143,34 8793,78 
4.9 Heating system 2055,92 15792,49 1073,89 148,59 1432,93 472,87 20976,69 
  

     
TOTAL   € 930 566,11 



BUSINESSPLAN 
 
The yards chosen to locate houses are ménages by social community and house 
owners and they always are in need of extra funds. The unused spaces between 
houses could be rent for our place in exchange of adding services in ground floor, 
making spaces for children and teenagers around houses and improving community 
life. The nonprofit foundation will have to build houses that are 2-3 time cheaper than 
normal housing unit in this region and will reclaim money in 5-7 years from rent and 
other paid services for local community. The rent will be at least 2 times cheaper than 
typical price at low standard flat in commercial market. We estimated that 150-200 
euro will be enough for investor to make this project reasonable and also very 
attractive for poor people. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 


